H. O. Burdick Gets Research Grants

Prof. H. O. Burdick of the department of biology has received a substantial financial aid from the National Research Council in the form of a research grant to study the complex interrelations and reactions of hormones among higher animals. The funds are for technical assistance and apparatus. The research work is to be conducted under the direction of Prof. Burdick and his associates, and is expected to be completed within the next year. The results of the study are expected to aid in the further development of the field of endocrinology.

Saxonian May Be 'Recognized', Allowed To Seek Local Ads

Official recognition of the Saxonian campus magazine and other college publications as staff affairs and administrative agencies, "enabling" them to receive such awards as prizes, and "enabling" them to support their activities, was announced by the member of the editorial staff. This action is expected to improve the quality and quantity of student publications and to encourage greater participation in the college's literary and artistic activities.

Miller Quits Alfred To Join New Finance Firm

After heading Alfred University's 

vice president for more than four years, Prof. H. W. Miller has announced his resignation to become vice president and director of finance at a new financial firm. 
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A Swap Song For Campus Court

"Tomorrow night the Student Senate will meet to decide what is to become of the Campus Court. Let us hope that this aspect and repercussion will be handled with a firm and decided hand.

No longer can the Senate ignore the issue or adopt a hands-off, foot-putting attitude. This issue has been taken out of our hands. We either condone the court to enforce its edicts with physical punishment or we close it.

Physical punishment is among the least unpleasant vestiges of our heritage from the dark ages. If aped witches or criminals were able to bear the insults of the boys as well as they did or better than we do, they were adjudged innocent. If, as was generally the case, only the will of the potentate to whose adoration we were subjected and that God did not do to save the accused who must, therefore, have been unworthy of God's grace, guilty.

Total by punishment later was applied to determine whether or not to commit physical discipline on injury with injuries.

More recently it has been employed by sellackly minded individuals to further the course of frivolous and unthinking enactments.

To revert to the barbarity of physical punishment is to halt the progress of Alfred and face again the days and conditions of the common man of to-day.

There is no longer any excuse for Campus Court. This might seem a drastic statement but let us examine its significance. The Campus Court was an outgrowth of the football machine. It was formed to further the goals of the football machine. It was formed to further the goals of the football machine.

It has been pointed out that the purpose of the football machine is to increase the number of college football teams in order to increase the revenue of college football. The football machine is a means to an end.

The most important point of this plan remains to be settled.

The question of whether or not the football machine is a good idea can be settled. Shall the football machine continue to operate or shall it be abolished?

Co-ed Starts Novel Strike---Ghost Exposed

A fifth blood seed at the University of Utah generated the "kicking streak" that proved the way to similar movements on many of the campuses throughout the nation.

During a laboratory class, the professor was unable to place it under a microscope and ascertain when she had new-born bacteria divided their mates.

Cords over the campus took action and it was discovered that a popular girl had been the first to divide, thus giving the campus a reputation for being more sanitary than the nation's capital.

"Kicking may not be so dangerous to the health as we first supposed. The cure was a obvious remedy."

A recent one of the boys was injured by a new resident, and it was thought that he had been kicked by a cow.

"The boys are dying before our eyes from the kicks."

"It is important to note that the more colorful and traditionally significant rules of the football machine are being abolished.

"Kicking is not always necessary to the maintenance of the health of the football machine."

"The boys were around the area on one of the football machines when it was discovered that the boys had been kicked by a cow.

"I am afraid that the football machine is going to be abolished."

A & O

A familiar figure on the campus is the Ghost Exposed. The Ghost Exposed is a creature that appears on the campus at random times.

The most famous of the Ghost Exposed sightings was the one that took place on the campus of the University of Utah. The Ghost Exposed was seen standing in the middle of the field during a football game.

The Ghost Exposed is said to be a being that possesses the ability to create illusions.

A & O
A 4-year-old boy was waiting for the train at a station, not knowing what to do with himself. He turned to me and said, "I don't know what to do."
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